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A firm start to the week for the local unit, with the rand edging lower, to levels last seen in February 2019, also 

continuing to shrug off growing concerns over the third wave of COVID-19. The rand reached a low of R13.7080ish/$ 

before ending the session at R13.7180ish/$, with lingering strengthening bias. 

South African trade data was released yesterday, showing a surplus of R51.24 billion compared to the market 

consensus of R31 billion. 

The market is slightly heavy on the data front today. With unemployment numbers from the EU and Germany, GDP 

data from Italy, and Manufacturing data from the US, amongst others. The local unit will most likely continue to track 

international data .   
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The US dollar index slipped in its early activities on Monday, although the greenback managed to see a pullback, to 

cap its downside. Inflationary pressure in global markets continued to see a rise in gold prices, while keeping dollar 

flows subdued. The US markets were closed yesterday, in celebration of Memorial Day.    

After consolidating for two consecutive sessions, the euro finally made a decisive move upwards, despite the 

region’s uncertainties regarding its path to economic recovery. The euro was aided by broader dollar weakness, 

along with limited dollar flows as the US was closed. The euro rose to a high of $1.2231 

The pound sterling took advantage of a struggling dollar as well, with London also closed on the day, in celebration of 

Spring Bank Day. The cable rose to a high of $1.4219.
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